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For you?

Fonararded message
From : rdgale2000 <rdgale2000@yahoo.com>
Date: Sat, Jan 26,2019 at 6:59 PM
Subject: Docket No.2019-003 Cause No. 139-162
To: OilGasMining@utah.gov <OilGasMining@utah.gov>
Cc: Tara Johnson <tarasjohn@hotmail.com>

Dear Madam and or Sir:

My name is Rick D Gale a trustee for the John B. and Ruby E. Gale
trust.

I wish to express my opposition to part of the proposed amendment
filed by Axia Energy II.

Even though they have the rights to our oil royalties at this time, I do
not feel it is fair that the 'majority interest ownerr should have the right
to basically dictate to a minority interest owner when and basically
where they can drill.

I am not an expert with Oil drilling, but why should the 'majority
interest owner' benefit from the work and study done by someone else?

I find some of the wording they sent to me makes it sounds like what's
best for everyone:

'Furthermore, the ability to drill different type of wells, vertical/directional, SLHW and LLHW, all
within the same drilling and spacing unit, while useful under certain circumstances, can also lead to
problems where ownership is divided amount a number of different operators as rs fhe case within
many of the Subject Drilling Units. Each operator may have similar goals, but who will ensure that
the resources are developed in the best way possib/e fo maximize resource recovery, prevent waste
and protect correlative rights? Under the current regulation scheme, any individual or company with
a working interest can have their APD approved and drill and operate a will in a manner that most



benefits them but may not be in the best interest for maximizing resource recovery, preventing waste
and protecting correlative rights within the Subject Drilling Units. While Axia believes that this lssue is
ripe for rulemaking, irreversible damage within the Drilling Units could take place prior to such
process playing out and a final rule adopted.'
(From Axia proposal pages 6 - 7).

The proposed caveates listed in the 'Proposed Amendment to Orders' seem to give the 'right' to the
'majority interest owner' up to 45 days to decide if they want to drill in the area that a minority interest
owner has selected to drill on (caveat a.).

This is the main section that I have a problem with, but I think the entire document should be
reviewed carefully to insure that ALL interested owners rights are protected and looked after.

It may be strange to have a party connected with the majority interest owner to come out against
something that would clearly be in their benefit, but I want things to be fair to everyone, not just 'the
biggest dog on the block'.

I thank you for your time in listening to me and hope you make the right decision for all parties
involved.

Rick D Gale
2824 Marilyn Dr.

Ogden, UT 84403

rdgale2000@yahoo.com


